
WE VERY FEW, WE VERY
HAPPY FEW... . . . . . .

offered us a lift (??!),
promised to be with us in 20
minutes, and drove off in the
wrong direction....Not
unnaturally, we did not see
him for another 70 minutes,
and then coming back along
the in trail.

As you can see, that left
precious few who really did
the run; as a result we had
solutions to checks from
hashers not normally
associated with such
triumphs, and even some
front running from Mrs G.

The run included an attack
on a chicken (no, not a
checking chicken, this was
still Surrey despite the
venue) by a Tequil’over
dog. The proud and
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3 hares were called into the
circle (Evereadyette, Eskimo
Nell, and son) but the most
strenuous drinking was done
by a 4th, the family pooch,
who revealed a real
enthusiasm for shandy. We
also had a beautiful virgin
called Isabella, which brings
us to a moot point. How is it
that so many of SH3 are so far
past our sell-by date? What
should be done to promote or
stimulate or attract youth? (I
have not dragged in this topic
from thin air, it was raised in
the Bishop Blaize). The answer
“Accept lager” was put
forward - I trust it will be at
once rejected - as was the
comment that we are not very
welcoming to newcomers. If

indignant female proprietor
needed all TO’s charm and the
intervention of Chunderous
before she professed herself
mollified; but is it fair, or fowl,
to let your poultry peck where
there are two footpaths
posted?

True, neither path was the
solution; the trail continued,
as it tended to do throughout,
on blacktop. But it would be
ungracious to dwell on this
detail; the checks were
numerous, varied, and
interesting, the weather
remained pleasant, the
scenery was worthy of Surrey
(not my comment, that of our
Uncle Gerry), and we got a
good length  (1.8 hours, 7.5
miles on Doug’s GPS).

true, this is a real cause for
concern: do not leave it to
the Mismanagement to greet
people you do not know (so
help us, do not leave
anything at all to the senior
members of the committee,
they are never there....).
Shake off your torpor, break
the habit of a lifetime, and try
speaking to strangers!

But anyway, there must be
more to it than that. By all
means write in with your
suggestions. For example,
should we be considering a
creche at each run to
encourage young parents?

The BBQ was delicious
and punctual, and as if in
celebration the sun finally
came out to greet the guests.

Smokestack - obliged to

hobble for the last 18 months -
said to her host “What you
have on offer seems really
attractive” and then spoiled
the effect by adding “No, not
to me, to dogs!” The wine and
beer flowed freely, and a
gentle content settled on
“Surrey”. Well ,on those of
Surrey with the courage and
commitment to make it into
furthest Oxfordshire; we could
have done with a few more of
you...

Our warmest thanks to our
hosts at Sibford Gower.

ON ON! FRB

Well, we never reached 20,
even counting Hairy Buns,
who wandered vaguely as if in
a cloud, the Great White
Whale, whose vast bulk
beamed benevolently at the
toiling hashers from the top of
a field, (entirely obscuring the
solution behind his back), the
Amblins, who did manage to
contribute one late-comer to
the pack, and Popeye. He
blames Olive Oyl’s
navigation; in fact, arriving 15
minutes late at the turn for
Sibford Ferris, just as the pack
emerged onto the black, he
surveyed us scornfully,

Date 15 -Sep-02

Hare Eveready, Eskimo
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Onx2 Bishop Blaize

Onx3 BBQ with hares
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Receding Hareline:

Directions:

On A25 Reigate to Dorking, straight on at A24/A25 roundabout into
Dorking. After  200m opposite Leisure centre-Dorking Halls turn right
s.p. MVDC, library. Park in first cp on left or as indicated.

OnOn:

Proceed up High street into South street at apex of one way system
turn left into Horsham road.After third turning right pass 'The Bush' on
your right and turn into next right (Knoll Road), park considerately,
walk down to pub.

SSA (Old)106 A1 New 136 C8

OS Ref 168498

Run 1432

Date 22 -Sep-02

Hare Lord Raleigh

Venue Dorking

OnOn The Bush

MAKE A DATE IN YOUR DIARY!!!!!!
SURREY H3 CHRISTMAS PARTY

SATURDAY 30TH NOVEMBER
Ramada Hotel (formerly Thatchers)

East Horsely
Champagne Cocktail/Gala Dinner/Disco/Fun

Ask JMs for details -  if you can find any!

HARES NEEDED FROM 22nd DECEMBER

     WISDOM FROM GEORGE CARLIN

 1.  Don't sweat the petty things and don't pet the
sweaty things.
 2.   One tequila, two tequila, three tequila, floor.
 3.   Atheism is a non-prophet organization.
 4.   If man evolved from monkeys and apes, why do we

still have monkeys and apes?
 5.   The main reason Santa is so jolly is because he
knows where all the bad girls live.
6..   I went to a bookstore and asked the saleswoman,
"Where's the self-help section?" She said if she told me, it
would defeat the purpose.
7.   What if there were no hypothetical questions?
8.   If a deaf person swears, does his mother wash his
hands with soap?
9.   If a man  stands in the middle of the forest speaking
and there is no woman around to hear him...is he still
wrong?
10.  If someone with multiple personalities threatens to
kill himself, is it considered a hostage situation?
 11.  Is there another word for synonym?
 12.  Isn't it a bit unnerving that doctors call what they
do "practice"?


